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Abstract: In the cloud environment, the service resources are widely distributed and migrate frequently, 

and the trust relationship between resources is not easy to establish and maintain. Through the research of 

cloud service resource trust verification method, a remote authentication method based on attribute 

negotiation is proposed, which solves the problems of traditional trusted computing remote verification 

method, such as performance bottleneck and calculation complexity. The risk of sensitive information 

leakage and the efficiency of computation are reduced by using the ring signature algorithm and the attribute 

based sensitive information protection mechanism. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of Internet technology, the distributed application based on network has 

been in many fields, such as business affairs, government affairs, scientific activities and so on. But in the 

cloud computing environment, service resources have the characteristics of flexible combination and 

frequent migration. How to establish a trust relationship between service providers and suppliers in an open 

and independent network environment three, and to effectively support the information resources sharing and 

collaborative computing with domain security. In order to effectively manage these resources, security 

domain is usually used to control the access and security level of resources. Due to the wide distribution of 

cloud services resources, centralized security management is more difficult. The relationship between the 

security of non-trusted resources and the trust relationship in the domain of foreign countries is not easy to 

establish and maintain. Remote attestation in protecting the privacy of the problem by the many concerns, 

how to effectively implement the remote attestation at the same time, protecting compute platform for 

privacy information not only in theory also in the practical application has very important significance[1,2]. 

2. Trusted computing method 

Computing Trusted is a set of information security standard, the standard system proposed by Trusted 

Computing Group (TCG)[3]. The initial state of the traditional security architecture is secure, which is secure 

against the trusted computing, and the rule of conversion is also secure. A trusted computing platform is 

required to have unique identity on the network, rather than changing or dynamically allocating the IP 
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address as a label as a traditional computer. Trusted computing, including 5 key technology concepts, they 

are necessary for the integrity of the system, the system will comply with TCG specification. 

Remote authentication allows users to change the perception of the authorized party on the computer. 

The purpose is to prove that the identity of the remote platform or configuration information is credible. 

[6]There are some differences in the signature methods of the two remote attestation methods provided by 

TCG. CA Privacy method requires the authentication center to participate in the authentication process each 

time and the authentication side, such a mechanism is very easy to cause the performance bottleneck of the 

authentication process. In order to solve the problem of CA Privacy authentication method, the DAA method 

is based on zero knowledge proof and C-L signature, and no need for third party to participate in the 

platform to complete the trust verification. [8] 

3. Trusted cloud platform trust verification method 

Trusted cloud platform is the extension of trusted computing in open environment, and it is suitable to 

describe the cloud computing based on hierarchical service. The trust verification is a relatively independent 

process in the cloud environment. It is difficult to verify the legitimacy of the identity of each other through 

the centralized Trust Center. In order to adapt the characteristics of cloud service resource remote 

verification, and improve the efficiency of trust building, we introduce the method of ring signature to sign 

the interactive message. Platform B send information to the platform A,  ensure that the information sent 

does not contain harmful code, the way to prove their identity to the other side of the way called push proof. 

The establishment of the ring signature only needs to input the information of the ring member public 

key, the signature message and the security parameters for generating the key. In the trusted cloud computing 

platform, the remote attestation method based on ring signature consists of 3 stages, which are initialization 

security parameter, signature generation and signature verification. [7] 

Parameter initialization stage: set up the platform B, A is to carry out the remote automatic negotiation 

proof of the two sides. External attribute certificate attribute corresponds to a variety of configuration 
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()kD  is the corresponding symmetric decryption algorithm, and then use the private key to 

calculate
( )s sx g y

. At this point, TPMA combined with its host to complete the signature, 

( , , , )A A A Am n g e y
 send messages and 

TPMSign( , , , )A A A An g e y
signatures to the platform B. 

Cross validation stage: push proof, platform B after receiving the attribute certificate issued by the 

platform a sends the message and TPM, first verify that signature is legitimate, if appropriate rules to discard 

messages received, otherwise randomly selected private information, calculate 

1 1 1 2(( ( , , ,..., )) )A Be x

A tk H y H P C C C   and send 
Bx

Ag to A platform. TPM A and host cooperative computing 

and return 2 1(( ) )B Ax x

Ak H g  to each other, through the verification platform of B to determine whether the 

person has property P. 

Remote attestation allows a user or other person to detect changes in the user's computer. This can avoid 

sending private messages or important commands to a computer that is not safe or compromised. Remote 

attestation by hardware to generate a certificate stating what software is running. The user can take this 

certificate to a remote party to show that his computer has not been tampered with. 

4. Research on trusted platform module 

The trusted attribute is used to describe the security requirements to meet the platform, the verification 

process is to verify the platform or configuration information is able to meet the need of security attributes of 

the. This verification can shield configuration information platform of software and hardware, for the 

dynamic information updating platform can flexibly change. For some trusted attribute sensitive and should 

be protected and hidden, to prevent the unnecessary attribute information leaked to the other. Trusted 

computing platform needs to provide at least the following basic functions: data security platform, identity, 

integrity measurement, storage and reporting. TCG defines the logical structure of the trusted platform 

module (TPM), it is a kind of SOC (system on chip) , complete storage to measure the trustworthiness, 

trusted measurement report, supervise and control the system, key generation, digital signature and 

encryption, data security storage function. By using the password mechanism, the integrity of the system 

platform component is measured, stored and reported to ensure the integrity of the platform. 

5. Efficiency analysis 

In the trust verification program, the main use of the calculation has Exponential computing, Hash 

computing and Encryption Symmetrical computing. We use E on behalf of the index operation, H on behalf 

of the hash operation, SC represents the symmetric encryption operation. The efficiency of the algorithm is 

analyzed (Table-1). The size of T is related to the size of the ring which is selected by TPMA. So it is high 

efficiency in the choice of the appropriate size of the ring. 

Table-1 Efficiency Analysis 

Stage  Name computing method E H SC 

Signature stage A T+2 2 T 

Interactive 

verification 

Push 

proof 

B 
4 2  

A 2 1  

Pull proof 
B 3 2 1 

A 1 1 1 
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It can be seen that the calculation efficiency, cross validation and the protection of sensitive information 

are the key concerns in the process of remote attestation through the research on the current results of remote 

attestation in trusted computing. The remote verification method based on attribute negotiation solves the 

problem of traditional trusted computing remote verification method, such as performance bottleneck and 

calculation complexity. The ring signature algorithm and based on the sensitive information protection 

properties, reduce the risk of leaking sensitive information and improve the calculation efficiency. 
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